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ABSTRACT 
Untfl recently, no systematic study of Tennessee folk speech had 
been performed. This study, descriptive in scope, will help fill a void 
and provide valuable data for determining Tennessee's relationship to 
other American ·dialects. 
Five informants, each one fitting Hans Kurath's Type I, Group A 
classification, were interviewed using The QA.estionnaire for the 
Investigation of Ameriaan Regional English: Based on the Work Sheets 
of the Linguistia Atl,as of the United States and Canada (Orton and \fright, · 
1972). The phonological material obtained from the five tape recorded 
interviews is presented in a unitary phonemic system along with charac­
teristic allophonic and free variation (incidence of the phonemes). 
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INTRODUCTION 
This project represents a small, but nevertheless significant 
contribution to the field of linguistic geography. Studies in area lin-
guistics began in the United States in 1931 under the leadership of Hans 
Kurath, who organized the first systematic survey of regional speech in 
the Atlantic coastal states. In 1943 Kurath and his staff published in 
three volumes The Linguistia Atlas of New England, the first publication 
of The Linguiatia Atlas of the United States and Canada. This publication 
contains a prodigious amount of information concerning the phonology, 
vocabulary, and grammar of the speech of the inhabitants of New England 
(Bronstein, 1960:40). But even more important is the fact that Kurath 
and his staff showed that a systematic recovery of data through exhaustive 
fieldwork is essential to the analysis of linguistic data. The Linguistic 
Atlas of New England must surely be regarded as a milestone in the field 
of linguistic geography for it provided the stimulus to initiate similar 
projects all across the nation. 
The data co 11 ected for The Linguistic Atlas of the Middle Atlantic 
and South Atlantic States is currently being edited for publication by 
Raven I. McDavid and A. L. Davis at the University of Chicago. The Lin­
guistic Atlas of the NoPth CentPal States was �egun in 1956 under the 
direction of Albert H. Marckwardt. In 1957 Harold B. Allen began work on 
The Linguistia Atlas of the UppeP Midiuest. Work on the Linguistic Atlas 
of the Pacifia Coast began in 1950 and is under the direction of David 
Reed and Carroll Reed. To date none of these linguistic atlases have 
been published (Bronstein, 1960:41). 
Of particular interest to the people interested in the speech of 
the inhabitants of Tennessee is The Linguistia Atias of the Guif States 
(LAGS} which is being directed by Lee Pederson of Emory Unive.rsity. 
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Even though Tennessee is not a Gulf State, it being included in this 
project. Fieldworkers associated with the project have already inter­
viewed several informants across the state. The reader should consult 
Pederson (1972} for more information on The Linguistia Atlas of the GuLf 
States. 
This thesis was originally conceived under the guidance of 
Professor Harold Orton of Leeds University in England, who was a visiting 
professor in the Department of English at the University of Tennessee in 
Knoxville in 1972 ·and 1973. Professor Orton was of the opinion then 
· that Tennessee should be investigated separately since it was not a 
Gulf State. Professor Orton and other interested individuals in the 
Departments of English and Anthropology at the University of Tennessee 
believed that Tennessee may not be adequately surveyed linguistically. 
With this notion in mind the writer and Professor Orton thought that a 
thorough investigation of the folk speech of one county would be suffi­
cient in scope for one individual to perform while at the same time 
provide essential data for determining Tennessee's linguistic affinity to 
other regions of the United States. Professor Alan Thomas of the Univer­
sity of Wales, now visiting professor in the Department of English at 
the University of Tennessee in Knoxville, recently informed this writer 
that The Linguistic Atlas of the GuLf States plans to investigate 
Tennessee as thoroughly as all the other Gulf States. 
Even though Tennessee is to be investigated by LAGS it does not 
necessarily preclude projects of this type. Whereas the Atlas is seeking 
to elucidate upon the three levels of speech as determined by Kurath 
(1972:164), this project concentrates singularly on one of those types: 
folk speech. This study will hopefully enhance or add to the data 
collected by the fieldworkers associated with LAGS. 
Definition of Folk Speech 
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Kurath and the scholars associated with The Linguistia Atlas of 
the United States and Canada recognize three levels of speech within each 
dialect region: (1) cultivated speech, (2) common speech, and (3) folk 
speech. Folk speech may be defined as 11the speech patterns that develop 
indpendently of formal schooling and are characteristic of, but by no 
means entirely limited to, the older and relatively uneducated group 
within any regional dialect 11 (Richmond, 1972:148). Folk speech may be 
defined simply as the old fashioned way of talking that is more character­
istic of uneducated peoples associated with an agrarian mode of living. 
The reader must not misinterpret the above definition as meaning either 
that the peoples who exhibit folk speech are unintelligent or that traces 
of folk speech are not to be found in urban areas. The writer is simply 
stating the belief that education tends to 11contaminate 11 or 11 taint 11 
one's idiolect, especially the older forms of speech that existed for 
years before education became compulsory. Also, it should be emphasized 
that many folk expressions and pronunciations can be found in the· city, 
despite the fact that speech patterns are more in flux in such an 
environment. 
Previous Studies of Tennessee Folk Speech 
Nearly all the previous work concerned with Tennessee folk speech 
is of little use for determining the dialectal relationship of the state 
to other regions of the country. Most all of the early work consists 
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of the compilation of word lists made up of archaic verbs, nouns, and 
quaint expressions that did more to intrigue than to inform. It appears that 
the central thrust of the early investigations is intent_ upon proving that 
the speech of the inhabitants of the Appalachian region of Tennessee 
represented a vestige of Elizabethan English. One need only review the 
work of Brown (1889), Combs (1931), Pollard (1915), Owens (1932), and 
Hicks (1949) for examples of this type of work. Because of their pri-
marily antiquarian interest we are left with a distorted and fragmented 
picture of Tennessee folk speech, the pieces of which, for the most 
part, are lost to us forever. Perhaps the only respectable work left 
to us is the study of Southern Mountain speech by Joseph S. Hall 
entitled The Phonetios of Great Smoky Mountain Speeoh (1942). Consider-
ing the time in which he conducted his research, it can be viewed as a 
valuable contribution to American dialectology. Hall's research, however, 
suffers from the same methodological problems as that of all the other 
early investigations. For example, he never explains how he gathered 
his data, where he gathered it (the exact locations) ) or the type of 
informant used for interviewing. All of these factors are crucial for 
determining linguistic and social affinity, or lack of it, to other 
. l regions. 
One might wonder why this writer chose to investigate Bedford 
County. The reasons are many and will be discussed in detail in 
Chapter II, but one point needs to be emphasized now in reference to 
1rwo excellent dissertations concerned with the folk speech of East 
Tennessee were recently compiled by doctoral candidates in the Department 
of English at the University of Tennessee, Knoxville. Both dissertations 
are listed in the bibliography. 
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previous studies on folk speech in Tennessee. Because of the predominant 
concern of the early researchers with "antiquarian" English in the 
Southern Mountains, other areas of Tennessee were virtually neglected, 
Middle Tennessee being a case �n point. What little data of the folk speech 
of Middle Tennessee does exist is as flawed as the work perfonned in the 
Southern Mountains. The writer refers the reader to the work of Neitzel 
(1936) and Farr (1940) as examples. In contrast to the work perfonned 
in East Tennessee, absolutely no detailed description of the phonetics 
of Middle Tennessee has been perfonned. Further, many Tennesseans, 
including both laymen and students of dialectology, believe there may be 
a distinctive difference betwe�n the folk speech of Middle Tennessee and 
East Tennessee. It was therefore thought by the writer that this study 
of a Middle Tennessee county might provide some tentative evidence one 
way or the other. 
In conclusion, we know very little about our speaking heritage in 
Tennessee. The writer views this situation with a great deal of conster­
nation, especially in consideration of the obvious fact that many of the 
traditional aspects of rural American folk culture are rapidly perishing 
due to culture change--folk speech being no ex�eption. Prior to compul­
sory education and the bombardment of mass· c011111unication the folk speech 
of America no doubt reflected more the traditional, localized means of 
sharing daily experiences. Even though it has altered significantly in 
the last two decades, it is the belief of the author that it remains a 
viable part of the agrarian c011111unities of many parts of the United 
States. This point is more cogently expressed by Hans Kurath: 
Enterprises and activities that.are regionally restricted have 
a considerable body of regional vocabulary . . . .  Regional and 
local expression are most cOfflTion in the vocabulary of the intimate 
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everyday life of the home and farm . . . .  Food, clothing, 
shelter, health, the day's work, play, mating, social gatherings, 
the land, the farm buildings, implements, the farm stocks and 
crops, the weather, the fauna, ·and the flora. These are the 
intimate concern of the·· common folk in the countryside, and for 
these things expressions are handed down in the family and the 
neighborhood that schooling and reading and fampi-arity with 
regional or national use do not blot out (1972:65). · 
Thus, while it is true that we may still be in a position to cap­
ture some of the essence of Tennessee's folk speech today, it is doubtful 
that it will remain drastically unchanged in the years to come. The 
writer considered it an urgent task to describe as accurately as possible 
one dimension of it, believing that he may be preserving· a small part of 
our heritage for future generations. 
CHAPTER I 
METHODOLOGY 
Constructing a theoretical and methodological model that would 
adapt to the study of folk speech and produce the necessary linguistic 
data decisive to making relative assumptions of dialectal significance 
was a major concern of this project. There is nothing novel in the 
methodology used in this study, although some facets of it are still 
being debated by linguistic geographers today, both here in America and 
in Europe. The writer will present his methodology in this chapter 
· and put forth a justification for its use. 
Choosing the County 
Bedford County was chosen mainly because of its predominantly 
agricultural economy. The county is located in the south-central portion 
of the physiographic province known as the Central Basin. This region 
is characterized by many rivers and streams, all of which drain a some-
times thin, but nevertheless rich soil. All geographical factors considered, 
this region�has been described as one of the best agricultural environ-
ments in the state, if not in the entire county (Shiner, 1972:44-45 and 
Whitaker, 1946:201). It is now noted as one of the state's primary cen-
ters for the production of milk, sheep and horses. In earlier days it was 
famous for the raising of mules (A{/l'icultu.ral Trends in Tennessee, 1958:11). 
It was alluded to earlier that the rural environs of Tennessee are 
undergoing rapid cultural and economic change. There were l ,546 fanns in 
Bedford County in 1970 averaging 160 acres per fann. According to the 
U.S. Department of Co11111erce (1972:449), 80. 2% of the land in Bedford 
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Figure l. Map of Bedford County. 
- Location of informants interviewed. 
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County is still bound up in farms. But many of these farms are operated 
on a part-time basis by people who hold down other jobs. This fact is 
reflected in the overall trend in population residence that has been 
going on for the last few years. In a report submitted to the state 
government by the Tennessee State Planning Conrnission in 1971 concerning 
the population and economy of the Upper Duck Region, of which Bedford 
County is a part, the researches point to a distinct loss in population 
in the rural areas. In 1940, 28.2% of the population of the region lived 
in urban areas; in 1950, 40%; and in 1970, 53.5%. As the report 
emphasizes, these significant increases in urban population do not 
indicate people migrating in from �utside the state, although that has 
certainly occurred. This increase in urban population represents more a 
migration from �thin the region itself {Tennessee State Planning Commis­
sion, 1971:2-17). The major factor responsible for this migration is the 
inability of the small-scale farmer to compete on the market. It is 
simply to' his advantage to give up farming and find a job in the town. 
All this is presented to point out the obvious fact that the old-time 
farmer of the past will soon be no more. This frustrating fact became 
evident to the writer when he began his fieldwork: good informants are 
hard td find. 
Choosing the Informants 
In an effort to capture the "essence" of the folk speech of Bedford 
County a particular type of informant was interviewed. All five of the 
informants used in this study fit Kurath's Type I, Group A classification 
{1939:44). The writer, however, was even more selective than Kurath in 
the type of infonnant he chose. All of the informants interviewed in 
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this project met the following qualifications: (1) at least 70 years old; 
(2) a life-long resident of Middle Tennessee; (3) little formal education; 
(4) no extensive time spent outside Middle Tennessee, e.g., military 
service; (5) familiarity with the farming lifeways; and (6) good health 
and active mind. 
To make the sample as homogeneous as possible, only Caucasian, 
male and female informants were interviewed. It is the opinion of the 
author that rural Negro speech should be studied independently. 
Finding the appropriate informant presented quite a challenge. 
Two of the informants interviewed for this project, for example, were" 
found at country stores, a favorite gathering spot for farmers during 
leisure hours. Another means used to locate prospective informan�s was 
the 11snow-balling 11 effect. This is simply using known informants to 
introduce the fieldworker to other informants. Even this method, how­
ever, did not work every time. The writer spent many frustrating hours 
trying to gain the confidence of individuals who would have made excellent 
informants who refused to submit themselves to an interview because 
they believed their way of life was being studied as a curiosity. 
Biographies of the informants interviewed for this project can be 
found in the appendix. 
The Questionnaire 
1
1The Questionnaire for the Investigation of American Regional English:· 
Based on the Work Sheets of the Linguistic Atlas of the United States and 
Canada 11 (Orton and Wright, 1972) was used during formal interviewing sessions.1 
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A copy of the "Questionnaire" will be stored with the thesis in 
the library of the Department of Anthropology at the University of 
Tennessee in Knoxville. 
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Structurally designed along the format of the Compilation of the Work 
Sheets of the Linguistic Atlas of the United States and Canada and 
Associated Projects (ed. A. L. Davis, R. I. McDavid, ·Jr., and Virginia 
G. McDavid, 1969), the "Questionnaire" has the questions already formu­
lated for use in the field. Having the questions prepared ahead of time 
gives the fieldworker a distinct advantage in that it allows him to 
devote more time to maintaining his informant's interest, which is 
crucial in eliciting quick and reliable responses. 
The "Questionnaire" contains about 1200 actual questions covering 
lexical, phonological, and morphological features. Since this thesis 
is primarily concerned with the phonology of folk speech, the writer 
sometimes omitted questions that were designed to provide data on grammar. 
The Interview 
All the interviews were tape-recorded in the quiet of the informant's 
home. Before beginning the recording sessiqns, however, several hours 
were spent in informal conversation in the attempt to relieve the informant 
of the anxiety produced from the thought of having his voice put on tape. 
None of the informants had heard his voice on tape before and therefore 
viewed the tape recorder with suspicion. The informal conversation 
sessions were extremely useful in providing the investigator with an 
opportunity to familiarize himself with the informant's idiolect. These 
sessions were also helpful in keying in the writer on valuable folk 
cultural information which the writer could remember to ask during the 
recorded interview. 
2
The tapes will be stored with the thesis in the library of the 
Department of Anthropology at the University of Tennessee in Knoxville. 
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Three of the informants were quite apprehensive about the inter­
view, believing that their intelligence was being tested . This is a 
ticklish situation and every dialectologist who has been in the field 
has his own method of coping with this problem . The writer had the 
most success in relieving his informant's tension by telling them they 
were making a valuable contribution toward preserving an American 
tradition . After being told this all five informants were·eager and 
even proud to contribute their time, thinking, if the writer may borrow 
an expression from one of his informants, that they were preserving part 
of the "good old days . " 
All of the interviews lasted approximately four_ to five hours . 
As was previously mentioned, in some of the interviews the writer 
omitted asking the questions dealing with granvnar . This occurred during 
the interviewing of informants #4 (I . S . ) and #5 (L . F . ) .  Informant #4 is 
old and too weak to endure the whole interview . Informant #5 simply 
refused to be interviewed after the first two sessions because she, too, 
found the interview to be quite taxing mentally as well as physically . 
Rather than make a nuisance of himself, the writer thought that he should 
content himself with the phonological data he was able to obtain . For 
those individuals interested in obtaining information on grammar the 
writer refers them to the recorded sessions of informants #1 (T . H.), 
#2 (A.B . ), and #3 (E . A . )  as well as the moments of ·free conversation of 
each informant the tape-recorder captured . The free conversation also 
provided a lot of interesting information relating to folk culture, e . g . ,  
making stick chimneys, constucting log houses, superstitious beliefs, etc. 
Such information makes the tapes even more valuable . 
Nothing more than some occasional phonetic transcription was 
done during the interview, ·since the conversation was being recorded 
on tape. There are some scholars who believe that the tape recorder 
cannot be trusted to accurately register the discrete sounds pertinent 
to proper phonological analysis of a diasystem and therefore favor "on 
the spot" transcription. The author, howeber, believes that the tape 
recorder of quality can be trusted. While a tape recorder cannot pick 
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up, for example, certain degrees of plosion, it can accurately reproduce 
the vowel and consonant sounds. All things considered, having the infor­
mant 1 s responses on tape gives the phonetician the advantage of listening 
to a sound over and over again at his convenience. Perhaps the best thing 
about having the informant's responses on tape is that his speech is 
preserved for many years, ·thereby allowing students in the future to 
listen to it. 
CHAPTER II  
HISTORICAL SKETCH OF BEDFORD COUNTY 
A cultural geographer once wrote: 11Tennessee has been both 
blessed and cursed by the contrasts within her limits 11 (Whitaker, 1946: 
206). These 11contrasts 11 are not limited to physiography alone because 
each of the three regions of Tennessee has a unique history, too. To 
comprehend the founding, growth, and development of Bedford County, one 
must naturally embrace the history of Middle Tennessee and see how that 
history relates to East Tennessee. 
The first pennanent settlement in the Middle Tennessee area occurred 
in 1779 ·with the arrival of a small party of men under the leadership of 
James Robertson at what is now known as Nashville. The party came 
overland from Watauga to the Cumberland region via Daniel Boone's 
Wilderness Trail through the Cumberland Gap. Another group of settlers 
led by John Donelson, consisting mainly of women and children, joined 
Robertson's party in 1780, having come by the waters of the Tennessee, 
Ohio, and Cumberland Rivers (Abernethy, 1932:156). The settlement 
remained relatively isolated until 1787, when the North Carolina Assembly 
ordered that a road be cut from the south end of Clinch Mountain to 
Nashville (Abernethy, 1932:156). This road did much to facilitate the 
settlement of Middle Tennessee. Migration into the region was not easy, 
however, until a wagon road was built in 1795 from Knoxville to Nashville 
by way of Southwest Point, Fort Blount, and Gallatin. The 1795 wagon 
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road and the Pinckney Treaty with Spain in the same year, which put an 




It was not long until the area around Nashville became populated 
enough to seek governmental autonomy. Therefore, ·in 1783 Davidson County 
was erected out of Greene County, both of which were still under the 
auspices of North Carolina. Seven years after its erection Davidson 
County could boast of a population estimated to be around 3,459 (Free, 
1895:254). The rapid increase of the population of Middle Tennessee is 
attributable to several factors. Of course, land was the most attractive 
incentive, but certainly not the only one. For example, many East 
Tennesseeans were moving into the Cumberland region because the North 
Carolina Assembly was placing an unbearable tax burden upon them. One 
must also keep in mind the fact that America was receiving its greatest 
population influx during the late 1700's and early 1800's. Most of the 
lands along the southern coast of the United States were dominated by 
what amounts to nothing more than a gentry (Abernethy, 1932:34). The 
best lands were bound up in large land holdings by the aristocracy, 
leaving little, if anything, for the people immigrating from foreign 
countries. In short, the inmigrant's choice was a simple one: he could 
retreat into the hills of isolation where there was hardly any land 
suitable for farming, or he could move west. 
Following the 1818 treaty with the Chi�kasaw Indians, migration 
into West Tennessee began. By 1830 Tennessee had lost most of its 
frontier image and began contributing many of its native sons to other 
states. Census records of 1850, for example, show that 241,606 native 
born Tennesseans were living outside the state, Missouri and Arkansas 
receiving the largest numbers (Scott, 1968:128). 
One can assume that Bedford County was populated as a result of 
the attrition of unclaimed lands in the northern portion of Middle 
Tennessee. Initial settlement of the county began in either 1805 or 
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1806 (Goodspeed Histories, 1886:862). Documented evidence exists, 
however, suggesting that settlers were moving in as early as 1792 (Jacobs, 
1968:6). 
Bedford County was erected out of Rutherford County in 1807 with 
the first session of the county court held at the home of Mrs. Payne 
at the head of Mulberry Creek·that same year (Goodspeed Histories, 1886: 
864). Shelbyville, named in honor of Colonel Isaac Shelby who fought 
. ,  ' 
at the Battle of King's Mountain in the Revolutionary War, was founded 
in 1810 and became the county seat (Foster, 1923:46). The population 
of the county in 1810 is estimated to have been 8,242. In 1820 the 
population increased to 12,336, including 3, 646 Negroes. In 1830 Bedford 
County was the most populous in the state with 30, 444 people, including 
5,748 Negroes (Eatin, 1832:61). 
Upon its founding, Bedford County was the largest county in the 
state with a total area of 332,800 acres, ·but its size was greatly reduced 
with the formation of Lincoln County in 1809 and Marshall and Coffee 
counties in 1836 (Goodspeed Histories, 1886:864). 
Bedford County did not have its first turnpike until 1832, when 
the Shelbyville, Murfreesboro, and Nashville Road was built. The many 
other turnpikes that were constructed did not appear until. 1852 and later, 
all of them radiating from Shelbyville (Goodspeed Histories, 1886:875). 
The first railway service, a branchline of the Nashville and Chattanooga 
Railroad, was opened in 1852 in the towns of Bellbuckle and Wartrace. 
Educational institutions were established rather early in Bedford 
County. Mount Reserve Academy, the first school, was established in 1815. 
The first newspaper, the Shelbyville Herald, was founded in 1821. 
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Migration and Linguistic Affinity 
An accurate assessment of the people who migrated into Middle 
Tennessee and of the way they came has never been made, but some students 
of history, geography, and linguistics have speculated on the matter. 
One scholar who has investigated the migration patterns of the South 
is Hans Kurath. According to Kurath, the people who moved into Middle 
Tennessee in the early 1800 1 s came mainly from the valley of Virginia 
and the Piedmont of the Carolinas (1928:391). These settlers moved east 
from the Piedmont through the Watauga Gap J Flower Gap, or Swannanoa Gap 
into the Ridge and Valley Province, a vast corridor extending northeast­
southwest some 1,200 miles like a spine along the eastern United States. 
Once there, the next major obstacle was the Appalachian Plateau which was 
passable to the pioneers by means of the Cumberland Gap and the gap made 
by the Tennessee River near the site of Chattanooga (Whitaker, 1946:197). 
There were, of course, the river routes by which one could have moved 
into Tennessee, but the early construction of roads provided a quicker 
means of reaching the Cumberland region. 
Following Kurath's speculation, we have a somewhat different 
pattern in East Tennessee. Kurath believes that 11 the Cotton Belt of 
western Georgia, Alabama, Louisiana > Mississippi ) and eastern Tennessee 
was settled very largely by the cotton-growers out of the tide,-water of 
Virginia and the Carolinas 1 ' (1928:392). 
These are crucial factors to consider if one is interested in 
speculating on the historical origins and development of Tennessee folk 
speech. The Tide-water region of Virginia received most� its early 
population from southern Britain ) while the Valley of Virginia and the 
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Piedmont of Virginia and the Carolinas were settled by and large by the 
Scotch-Irish during the early part of the 1700 1 s (Kurath, 1928:393). If 
Kurath's generalization is correct, then one should be able to find 
distinguishing linguistic features characteristic of East Tennessee alone. 
It is the writer's opinion j however ) that an amalgamation of the Scotch­
Irish di�lects and the dialects of southern Britain occurred in both 
Middle and East Tennessee. The probability of this happening is quite 
likely since many of the peoples moving into East Tennessee from the Tide­
water area of Virginia more than likely pushed further west into both 
Middle and West Tennessee. Another important factor to consider is the 
fact that the cotton-growers who moved into Tennessee J whether it be East, 
Middle, or West, probably amounted to an aristocratic few. These peoples 
were not the precursors of the folk speech of Tennessee. The socio­
economic status of the peoples who moved into Tennessee has not been 
thoroughly investigated by historians. 
The evidence put forth as a justification of a 11pure/ 1 "unmodified" 
form of Elizabethan English in the Southern Mountains, supposedly remnants 
of various dialects of southern British English in East Tennessee if 
Kurath is correct, is a generalization of a speculative nature and nothing 
else. The writer has similar evidence of archaic English from the 
informants he interviewed in Bedford County. This can be interpreted 
either one of two ways: - (1) many southern British speakers moved into 
Middle Tennessee or (2) Scotch-Irish English was t_he predominant form of 
English in both East and Middle Tennessee. 
·Raven_McDavid's speculation on the migration patterns into 
Tennessee follow, for the most part ) the thoughts of Kurath. McDavid, 
however, points out two other important sources of migration not mentioned 
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by Kurath. First, there is the penetration from the southwest by peoples 
moving in from South Carolina and Georgia by way of the '1upper reaches of 
the Savannah and its tributaries, around the southern slope of the 
Smokies" {McDavid, 1971:127). Second, McDavid points out that many peoples 
moved down from Pennsylvania through the ridge and valley province 
{McDavid, 1971:125). Again, it was predominately the Scotch-Irish who 
moved into both East and Middle Tennessee from South Carolina and Georgia 
{Weeks, 1916:249). The peoples moving down the ridge and valley province, 
however, were a combination of both Scotch-Irish and German {Abernethy, 
1932: 146). 
Unfortunately, the U. S. Census prior to 1850 made no inquiry into 
the origin of peoples migrating from one state to another. After 1850 the 
statistics show that North Carolina by an overwhelming margin is the 
"mother of Tennessee," followed by Virginia and then South Carolina {Weeks, 
· 1 91 6 : 2 42 ) . 
In conclusion, the information concerning the origins of the 
persons who migrated into Tennessee is scanty. More research into the 
ancestry of Tennesseans is a must if we are to answer any questions 
revolving around the historical development of Tennessee regional English. 
John C. Campbell's suggestion of initiating a county survey of historical 
records and surnames would be a positive step in detennining the history 
of migration patterns, thereby allowing scholars to pinpoint the origin 
and development of not only folk speech j but material folk culture as well 
(1921:49). 
CHAPTER III 
THE PHONEMIC STRUCTURE OF BEDFORD COUNTY 
FOLK SPEECH 
A unitary phonemic model is employed in the analysis of the phonic 
data collected from the informants interviewed in this study. There are, 
of course, other theoretical models upon which phonemic analysis can be 
perfonned, viz. the binary approach. The writer, however, favors the 
unitary approach because it is a convenient means of consolidating the 
material collected as well as being an effective and tested method of 
analysis. Since this project is not concerned with the theoretical 
quibbling over whether one phonemic model is better than another, the 
writer refers the reader to Kurath (1957:11 1-122) and Kurath and tt:David 
(1961 :3-6) for a cogent defense of the unitary phonemic approach. 
In a unitary phonemic system the vowels are classified as being 
either 11free 11 or "checked." Free vowels are vowels that occur before 
consonants and in word final position. Checked vowels are vowels that 
occur only ·before consonants. Diphthongs, except when they are inter­
preted as being related allophones of a particular phoneme, are treated 
phonemically the same as monophthongs on the free and checked vowel 
classification. 
The cardinal vowel system1 is used as a dat1.111 from which the 
phonic realization of each phoneme is theoretically or impressionisti­
cally positioned. For example, if the phoneme/ 0 / is described in 
l An excellent treatment of the cardinal vowel concept may be found 
·in David Jones' An Outline of 'English P1wnetics (1960, 9th edition), 
pp. 31-41. 
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the text as being significantly advanced, then that means that/ 0 / 
is significantly advanced from the cardinal position. Figure 2 is a 
vowel diagram depicting the position of the tongue of the 
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cardinal vowels. Figure 3 represents the contrasting position of the 
cardinal vowels as they are realized in the folk speech of Bedford 
County. The writer must point out that Figure 3 is an impressionistic 
portrayal of the .vowel system of Bedford County folk speech that is 
certainly more heuristic than definitive. This is the case for two 
major reasons: (1) no sound is produced the same way every time and 
(2) there is a tremendous aR1>unt of variation within idiolects. In 
reference to the second point, the writer, ·after hours of-listening, 
had to make what amounts to nothing more than subjective decisions in 
classifying certain sounds. And, when some situations presented an 
extreme amount of free variation, he had to result to consistency of 
usage. For example, in the folk speech of Bedford County there is 
evidence of reciprocal substitution of /(LI and / D /. In hospital, 
m,,a,np and bottom some of the i nfonnants used / "t) / rat�er than / Cl I, 
but not all the infonnants made identical substitutions. One informant 
may use / rJ / in Sl.c1a11p, but / a, I in hospital and bottan. The writer, 
therefore, concluded that even though there was variation in usage of 
/Q, / that there was nevertheless some consistency as well, enough to 
confi nn the identity of / Q. I as a phoneme. -
To a limited degree, some phonetic description is included within 
the discussion of each phoneme in an effort to aid the linguistic 
geographer in detennining the coq>arative position of the folk speech 







Cardinal vowel diagram. 
0 
a a. 





Figure 3. The pos·it ion of the vowels in Bedford County fo 1 k speech 
relative the the cardinal vowels. 
22 
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There are 10 phonemes in the folk speech of Bedford County which 
are realized as free vowels �nd 7 which are realized as checked vowels. 
2 The following is a classification of the vowel system: 
Free Vowels 
/ I /, / e1 /, / � /, / ()if /, / :) /, 1 f /, / a, /, /:;I/, /av-/, / a / 
Checked Vowels 
IV/, /e /,/It/, l(e /, /-0/, I a. I, /I/ 
The free vowels will be dealt with first in this chapter, followed 
by the checked vowe 1 s, then the occurrence of the vowe 1 s before / d" I 
and/ r /, and finally the consonants. 
I :J I 
DES CR I PTI ON 
/:JI is a low-mid-back, lax and rounded vowel in cardinal posi­
tion. 
DISTRIBUTION 
/.:>/ occurs in the following.monosyllable, most frequently as the 
diphthong [ ]: gone , hog� dog, loft, caught
j hawk, boss, and frost. 
I :J I, however, does occur as a .pure monophthong in moth and boiled. 
I .:JI is realized in a stressed syllable of a polysyllable, again 
I+ I both as a monophthong and a dipthong, e.g., abilays [�: we1z], almond 
[6:fmandsJ, walnuts [�jJnais], straJJJberry [
1
.s+�Jt1bf�l ], coffin 
[ k)o-hn ] , awkward [
1
Jokw�J ] , Baltimore [
1 
b;vta'WlOcrj, across 
• • C 
I 
b 'k+ [a�QS ] and because [ :f Jf Z ] • 
I:) I occurs in word final position in haJiJ {the term used in 
directing the course of a mule in plowing), draLJ and saw. /:JI also 
2All the phonetic symbols us�d in the transcription correspond as 
much as possible with the International Phonetic Alphabet. A copy of the 
I.P.A. can be found in Bronstein {1960:289-299). 
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occurs in word final position of words ending in/ l / in which the/ l / 
is lost, e. g. , haul [h;·if] and faZZ [ fjv- ]. ' ' 
I :JI does not occur in pre or post stress. 
ALLOPHONIC VARIATION 
In Bedford County folk speech the allophonic variants of/ .J / 
range from a lowered, less rounded form moving toward/ b /, to a raised 
variant that is more rounded and moving up to / 0 I. I:-.> I ; s consistently 
realized as a diphthong in monosyllables. The first element of the diph­
thong is nearly always advanced the merges with a raised form of ;·o / 
or a slightly lowered and advanced allophone of/ U /. There is evidence 
for/�/ occurring as a monophthong in a stress syllable of a polysyllable, 
but not so in a mono�yllable. 
FREE VARIATION 
I:; I substitutes le£ I in tassel [fjvsf J. The writer has not ' � I 
only heard this substitution in the speech of his informants, but in the 
speech of many other elderly farmers in other areas of Middle Tennessee. 
DESCRIPTION 
/ '3 I is a lax, central vowel. 
DISTRIBUTION 
/a/ occurs in an unstressed syllable of a polysyllable in the 
following words: ago [<ljotrJ, Georgia [�3oa-d3a], Florida [
1




sofa [SlttrfaJ, magnoUa [ mce3-no11 !"] and Virginia ['ddJf'11ja]. 
/a/ occurs in word final position in sofa, Georgia, and Florida. 
/ a / occurs in a position of pre-stress in majoraity [rn.a'd3t��ti ] 
and in a position of post-stress in sofa and Georagia. 
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ALLOPHONIC VARIATION 
/o I can be realized in a myriad of positions with·no consistent 
pattern. 
FREE VARIATION 
/a/ sometimes replaces /07/'/ in tomorr01.u, borrow, and harrow, e.g., 
J. I t 
lb+ I h [ lam�a J, [ ��a J, and [ cfc\Jo J. 
DESCRIPTION 
/�/is a half raised r-colored vowel. In the folk speech of 
Bedford County / f I never occurs without r-col ori ng. · 
DISTRIBUTION 
If I occurs in the fol lowing monosyllables: bird, worms, first, 
third, work, gi�l, and nurse. 
/ J'/ is realized as a stressed syllable of a polysyllable in 
circWIIB tanaee [ 
1
53' kc111s1if11 Sc5] , bu:r>eted [ b3's t Id ] , f eI'tiZe [ '.f :t± f ] , 
I � V I 
and aolonel [ k!'h 1 ] • 
I 'f I occurs in word fi na 1 position in her and burr. 
/� I does not occur in pre- or post-stress. 
ALLOPHONIC VARIATION 
Occasionally, / f I is realized as an upgliding diphthong, e.g., 
worms [wt-�� and bird [ bf�d.]. 
FREE VARIATION 
/ -t"; differs little from Received Pronunciation in incidence. Two 
;
,
nformants, however, pronounced pretty as [ fti; l ] and careless as 




[ O ]  i s  a h i 9h-mi d-back , tense ,  and rounded vowel . S i nce i ts 
occurrence as a pure monophthong i s  extremely rare i n  the fo l k speech 
of Bedford County , the phoneme / OU /  i s  therefore postul ated _because [ 0 ]  
i n  nearly every i nstance merges wi th the l ow- h i gh-bac k ,  ·more l ax / U / .  
DISTRI BUTION 
/ OU /  occurs i n  the fol l owi ng monosyl l ab l es : owns ., stone; post., 
aoast., aoat., boat., shoat., siow., go., know., mow., grOttJ., and ao 'ld. 
/ OU /  occ urs as a s tressed syl l ab l e of a pol ysyl l a bl e ,  e . g . , 
frozen [t�lrb1 ] ,  broke� [
1
bpovkn J , toadstoo ·i ctbirdst�+ ] ,  sofa 
I I I 
[
1
sovfa ] '  magnoiia [-rn�dnovl ia] ' and Ootober ['bkiotrb�] . 
J ' i 
/ OU /  occurs i n  a pos i t i on of pre-stress , e . g . , November [ novvp·b� ] .  
/ OU /  occurs i n  a pos i t i on of post-stress  and work fi na l pos i t i on i n  
I 
I 
depot [di f01I] and Ohio [Ollha:o� . 
ALLOPHON I C  VARIATION 
The fi rst el ement of the d i phthong / OU /  i s  frequent ly advanced and 
ra i sed from the card i na l  pos i ti on in both monosyl l a bl es and stressed 
sy l l ab l es of polysyl l abl es . 
FREE VAR IAT ION 
/ OU / i s  frequentl y s ubsti tuted by / � / i n  word fi na l pos i t i on of 
' .... I post- s tress i n  the fol l owi ng polysy l l ab l es :  swallow. [� �  "?I- ] ,  ye liow 




[farr1attt'] . I OU / i s  s ubsti tuted by / � / i n  tomorl"OlJ -t 1ant� a- ] 
I 
and fe UOttJ [ff 1 a ] . One i nformant , -A . B . , dropped h i s  / cf I i n  mono-
syl l abl es wh i ch end wi th / 0� / ,  e . g . , poor [ f�V ] ,  as i n  
1
1 1 i t ' s  a hard 
1 i fe for a poor inan . 11 
DESCRI PTION 
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I U !  
I U /  i s  a hi gh back ,  ten se , and rounded vowe l i n  ca rd i nal  pos i t i on .  
D ISTRI BUT ION 
I U I occurs i n  the fo 1 1  owi ng monosyl 1 ab 1 es : hoot, roots, spoon, 
wound, boo, two; ·roof, suit, hoof, and  food. 
I ?A, /  i s  real i zed as a stres sed syl l a bl e of  a polysyl l ab l e i n  the 
fo 1 1  owi ng  words : g Zoo1Tl!f [ j I�: Vll"f] , Cooper [ kl pa-1 ] , rheumatism 
I 1:- ... ' I t  k h I �  I V ' b [»lf "1fl0L!Z� ] , musia [�lf21 ] , humor [ J ��?r] , auaumber [l\j ttkarn �] , 
11 i- 1J t- 1  t I touris t [ 1Jf�Ist ] , July [ lljwt.as ] ,  Missouri [mf ZW� � ] and afternoon 
[£ff i;i ,!:YL] 
/ u / occ urs i n  po st- s tress , e . g . , mushroom [ 
1wt�J1,i: M. ] an d nephew 
I f·
+ 
fYlf J�: ] . 
ALLOPHON IC VAR IATI ON 
I n  Bedfo rd County fo l k  s peech / u /  i s  us ual ly  advanced cons i derab l y , 
i . e . , the tongued a rch  i s  somewhat l ower and the l i ps l es s  ro unded . 
I u /  i s  s ometi mes real i zed as an  upgl i di n g d i phthong  i n  tense ly  s tressed 
monosyl l a bl es , movi ng  from a l ow- hi gh-bac k ,  l ess  ro unded / U /  to a h i gh­
bac k more rounded / u / that  i s  advanced , thus  formi n g  [ut] , e . g . , spoon 
[ sp"f:'n] a nd roof [{l.l.f ] .  
FREE VARIATI ON 
/ u / i s  frequently s ubst i tuted wi th / ;J I i n  value [ v�j d ] .  See 
the sect i on on / i / for more i nformati on on the di s tri buti ona l  vari ati on 
a s soci a ted wi th / u / .  
DESCR IPT I ON 
I e I sel dom , i f  e ver , occ urs as a pure mono phthong i n  th i s  d i asystem. 
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.. I t  us ua l ly  combi nes wi th / I / thereby formi ng  the syl l abi c d i phthong 
/ e1 / .  Therefo re ,  the phoneme / ex / i s  produced by comb i n i ng the h i gh­
mi d- front ,  tense and unro unded / € /  wi th the l ow- h i gh- front ,  l ax ,  and 
unround- / :r / .  
D I STRI BUT ION 
/ er / occurs i n  the fol l owi ng monosyl l ab l es :  eight [ �I i ] , 
bake [ b�•th pay [per ] ,  ate [ e1t ] ,  shades [J�1 d Z ] , a nd pail 
[ r�,.x4,] . 
/ e'! / occurs as a s tres sed syl l ab l e o f  a po lysyl l ab l e ,  e . g . , 
' .L I I '  . I . 
April [ eiftLf ] ,  Mary [r>leIµ ] ,  lazy [ €IZz ] ,  granacy [J�e:rYla�JJ , 
st1 les [�+�bf's ] , potatoes [f
1
ie1ta'SJ , tomatoes [i�rnezJJISJ , today 
ctad.a ] ' and ob�y [ ov b �l ] .  
; ex; does not occur i n  pre-s tress , but can be found i n  pos t- s tres s , ' 
e . g • , aastrote [ ktesf ��rtJ . 
I er ; occ urs i n  word fi nal pos i ti on i n  obey, hay, ckiy, say, may, and  
lay . 
ALLOPHON I C  VAR IATI ONS 
/ er ; exh i bi ts no s i gn i fi cant al l o phones i n  the fo l k speech of Bed­
ford County a l though the fi rs t el ement of thi s d ·i pthong i s  s ometimes 
ra i sed  and retracted s l i ght ly i n  both monosyl l ab l es and s tres sed syl l ab l es 
of pol ysyl l abl es , e . g . , bake [ �fk] and castrate [ kclst�ttj . 
FREE  VAR IATION 
/ cf / i s  frequent ly substi tuted by the phoneme / er/ i n  aunt [ erntJ , 
ckinae [de.rn5 ] ,  aan ' t  [ kecnt ] and aaif [ke.t-t ] .  Th ree i nformants ( A .  B . , 
T . H . , and E . A . ) cons i s tent ly  made these s ubsti tuti ons . Mary i s  con­
s i s te ntly pronounced as [n\€�1 ] by the i nformants i n  th i s  s tudy ;  merry 
i s  pronounced [���r ] .  • / av /  s ub sti tutes / ex / i n  haunted [1 he1 n ticlJ .  
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DESCRIPTION 
This phoneme is a composite of the low-mid-back, lax and rounded / .:J I 
and the low-high-front, l ax and unrounded / I / . 
DISTRIBUTION 
/ �l occurs in the following monosyllables: boy [ b$� ], joint 
[d3�rnt ], hoist [ h)1stJ, and oi l  [?·r I ] . 
I -:JI I occurs as a stressed syl lable of a polysyllable in oys te:r> and 
poison . 
/�/ is realized in word final position in boy, toy and joy . 
/ -::Jr /  does not occur in a . posit ion of pre- or post-stress. 
ALLOPHONIC VARIATION 
The first element of this phoneme is frequently raised and advanced 
in both monosyllables and polysyllables (see above examples). The second 
element is also raised· and slightly retracted i n  monosyllables and 
polysyllables. 
FREE  VARIATION 
/ :>I / · ; s some ti mes rep 1 aced by the monophthong / :J / i n  boi led 
[ b�:f d. ] . 
1 av1 
DESCRIPTION 
This phoneme is a composite of the low-front, lax and unrounded / a / 
and the low-high-back, lax and rounded / U  / .  
DISTRIBUTION 
1av1 occurs in the following monosyll ables: proud, doum, aloud, 
south, house, souse, and plowo 
/dl.T/ occ urs as a stressed syl l ab l e  i n  country [ kaim.i:1 ] , fl01iiere 
I 
shor,Jer [r�vw� J .  mountain [mq.·1171.t� L aoward c k��wa'd] , about 
l ttJ' • + 
[ a� 1f ] , and around [aJq 1{11. ] . 
/ dU'" / i s  rea l i zed i n  word fi na l pos i t i on i n  h0tv, aow, and plow. 
I dV I does not occur in a pos i t i on of pre- or post-stres s .  
ALLOPHON IC  VARIATION 
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The fi rst e l ement of thi s phoneme moderates l i tt le  from the cardi nal  
pos i t i on ,  a l though it  is  at t i mes c l early ra i sed i n  both monosyl l ab l es 
and polysyl l ab l es . The s econd e l ement i s  frequently advanced and l owered , 
aga i n  i n  both monosyl l ab l es a nd po lysyl l ab les , e . g . , proud [ f�.;;,d. J 
' .,. 




/ a /  i s  a l ow-front ,  l ax ,  and unrounded vowe l i n  card i na l  pos i ti on o  
D ISTRIBUTION 
/ a /  occurs monosyl 1 a bi ca l ly i n  t he fol l owi ng words as  a monophthorig 
or upgl i d i ng d i phthong : nine [*>'t�;:nJ or [ l'l�J�n. ] ,  time [t�:'ht] or [i�;:��L 
fine E{�:J\ ] or E {i� : n ]  and dray [ �: >r ] .  
/ a /  i s  rea l i zed as  a s tressed sy l l a bl e of a pol ysyl l a bl e ,  aga i n  both 
as  a monoph thong and a d i  ph thong , e .  g .  , grinds tone [
0
jMr� 
rll.S.f 01J YI] , 
bridle [
1
�':J fJ or [�, .rJ. f ] ,  bicyale [
1




rd. 21'  ] ,  e:r:aited [ I k
1
5fl
�:trJ! and mo lasses [ m.:, 1 l�:i'srs]. 
/ a /  occ urs i n  word fi na l pos i t i on i n  my, why, dry, and by as  a d i ph ­
phong a nd  monophthong . 
/ a /  occurs i n  a pos i t i on of pre-s tres s i n  Italian [�:a?>jal\l and i n  
I 
i: 
post-stress i n  quinine [ k�l� ��: };J . 
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ALLOPHON I C  VARIATION 
/ a / i s  s i gn i f i cantly retracted and s l i ght ly ra i sed from the cardi nal · 
pos i t i on and , as poi nted out above , can occur both as a monophthong or an  
upgl i d i ng di phthong i n  monosyl l abl es a nd pol ysyl l abl es . Even w�en 
di phthongi zed , / a / mai nta i ns i ts status as a fal l i ng di phthong due to the 
promi nent stress on the fi rst el ement and very weakly stress ed second 
e l ement .  That i s  why the di phthongs transcri bed above have the second 
e l ement i n  a s uperi or pos i ti on .  
FREE VARIATI ON 
The�e i s  no evi dence of sub-phonemi c vari ati on of / a /  i n  the fol k  
speech of Bedford County , a l though one i nformant ( T . H . ) substi tuted [ct � ]  
't + for / i / i n  fianc� [ ai;Q. se::r] . . . 
/ J / 
Note : i corresponds wi th i - mean i ng l owered . 
DESCRI PTION 
/ i / i s  a hi gh-front , tense and unrounded vowel i n  card i nal pos i t i on .  
D ISTRIBUT ION 
/ i / occurs i n  the fol l owi ng monosy l l ab 1 es : team, teeth, dPeam, lead, 
SuJeet, grease, seed, green, three, feet, creek, and yeast.  
/ i / is real i zed as a stres sed syl l abl e of a polysyl l ab l e i n  evening 
f I I 
\ J} [ i � vn i tt . ] ,  seesaw [.S i : S :>U  ] ,  December [ d , s1rrtb� ] ,  preacher [ o�j : 7  l/' ] ,  _c V I C. � ' C l r I 
teacheP 
1 
[ t1dJ ir' ] ,  feveP di : Vl' ] ,  depot [ d.i: ro11J ,  evil [ 1 i : vt ] , 
1 t ,  I t- f • 
1 
i • 
I , .L 
wenty [ 1w�n l J ,  pulley [ pv f J ,  seventy [ .sevat\�rJ , people [f!; fT J 
and heavy [ hEV i ·  ] .  
C 
/ i / occurs i n  a pos i t i on of pos t- stress i n  seventy, thirteen , and 
doubletree . I i / does  not occur i n  pre- stress . 
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/ i / occurs in word final position in  he, bee, see, key and knee . 
ALLOPHON I C  VAR IAT I ON 
/ i / is always lowered from the card inal posit ion, especially in post­
stress , e. g. , twenty and pulley (see above transcri ptions). / i / is often 
manifested as the upgliding diphthong [ ! j ]  in  dream, three, and feveP. 
FREE VARIATION 
A dis ti net ly 1 owered a 11 ophone of / i / merges w ith / -;fl /  to form the 
diphthong [ i �] in hear,d [ hi a4J..J , a corrupted past tense form of the 
verb hear . The reader i s . referred to the section on free variation of 
I U I for more informat i on concerning / i /. 
/ I /  
DESCRIPTION 
/ I / is a low-high- front, lax and unrounded vowel. 
DI STRI BUT ION 
/ I / occurs in the fo 11 owing monosyl lab 1 es: sins [ s.;,.00n.sJ, Pim 
[ c!,,!:111. ] . get [ j:P"·h. bit [ b; ,•t ] .  fix [ ff� h ] , mi:r: [ n'l f> ks], pig 
[ f."� ] . hen [ h:p"'l ] • knit [ n:C-t ] .  and SIJi tch [ sw;> tr ]. 
/ I / is  realized in a stressed syllable of a polysyllable in dPizz le 
t ' . .L I I ' ' 
[ �!· Z 'f' ] , November [ 1'101.IVf >110� , dinner [ d :p,tf' ] , suspenders [ sa Sf'f nJ?/'S] , 
I 
I • 
�stmas [ k.14-5 rndS], privy [ p.i,tv ! ] , empty [ r°nt.i; ] , and piUow 
[ f :f I ov ] . 
I 
/ I / occurs in a posi ti on of pre-stress in  rejeated [JJrd3e k-6JJ , 
I +. I + / _ 1 IL 
Missouri [m1:2��� ], themse lves [ �ms£ vz ], and diphtheria [ cu;p1nota] . 
� 
I 
/ I / is in a position of post-stress in basket d,ce.rsh1] and bisauit 
[ b;s ktt J .  
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ALLOPHON I C  VARIATI ON 
I n  monosyl l abl es / I / i f  frequently ra i s ed and retracted and conmonly 
man i fested as the down gl i di ng d i phthong [ f a ] .  I n  polysyl l abl es , how­
ever , / I / is e i ther rea l i zed as [ :f ] or [ t ] and rare ly  d i phthongi zed .  
See above transcri pt i ons  for exampl es . 




/ £ / i s a l ow-mi d front ,  l ax and unrounded  vowel i n  card i na l  pos i t i on .  
D ISTRI BUTION 
/ f  / occ urs i n  the fol l owi ng monosyl l abl es : dress [ ��>-s ] ,  dead 
[ �;; d.J , dsaf [ '4,.-'t] ,  chest dJ� .. �1 ] ,  kegs [ ki" js J .  best [ b�/siJ , 
bJeb [ W�,.
a b ] , , and pet [ f�/t] . 
/ 6 / i s  rea l i zed i n  a stressed syl l ab l e of a po lysyl l ab l e  i n  
vegetable [
1 
Vt..J 3h b+J , 1,Jeatherboarding [ 'wt .. � a' botdll ] , necklace 
I I t I I 
[11vkl IS ] , je ZZy [ dJP / i ] , rejected [ µdJ�"'khcb , and wnbre Ua 
[ant·��,{;tJ . 
' 
/ f / occurs i n  a pos i ti on of pre-stres s i n  September [5EPrt1mba'] . 
I e I does not occur i n  a pos i ti on of post- stress . 
ALLOPHON IC  VARIATIONS 
Al l the i nformants i ntervi ewed i n  th i s  s tudy cons i stently use an 
upgl i d i ng d i phthon g ,  e i ther [ [.
x 
l or [ Ed ] , i n  wh i ch the fi rst el ement 
i s  nearly a lways ra i sed and s l i ghtly retracted . Th i s  phenomenon i s  
parti cu l arly characteri sti c i n  monosyl l ab l es a s  opposed to polysyl l a bl es 
( see above tra nscri pti ons } .  
FREE VARIAT ION 
I / i£, I i s  s ubs ti tuted by / C, I i n  aatah [ k�+s ] and radishes 
Gl,;"J.J S rs J .  
I a., I 
DESCRI PT ION 
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I a I i s  a l ow- back , l a x and  un rounded vowe l i n  card i na l pos i t i on .  
D I STRI BUTI ON 
/ Q,  I occ urs i n  the fol l owi ng mono syl l abl e·s : stop, aa'lm, John, psa 'lm, 
doak, hearth, mop, father, pot, aot, and swamp . 
I Cl /  i s  rea l i zed i n  a s tressed sy l l ab l e  of a pol ysyl l abl e i n  
. J. I ++ 
'J H t •  f + tomorrow [1.a nt.4'��] '  majority [rnaa.J�JJa ! ] ' fiana� [ lqm sel ] '  
ao Uege [ 
1
kq; lrd3 ] ,  hominy [
1
h�n1ani ] ,  father tfc}t� ] ,  hospitaZ 
[ 
1




I � I f I 
I a... I does not occ ur i n  a pos i t i on of pre-s tres s .  I t  does , however ., 
oc cur i n  pos t- stres s i n  s ome pol ysyl l abl es , e . g  . •  grasshopper [rlj/.!pa-J 
and wristwatah [�stt� df ] . 
Un l i ke other di a l ect  reg i ons  i n  the Un i ted Sta tes , / fl,,  I does not 
occur  i n  wo rd fi nal  pos i t i on in  the fo l k  s peech  of Bedford County beca use  
of the  cons i stent  use of the  pos  tvoca 1 i c / r / .  
AL LOPHON I C  VARIATION 
I ti I i s  s i gn i fi cantly  advanced and s l i ghtl y ra i sed from i ts ca rd i nal  
pos i t i on i n  both monosyl l ab l es and pol ysyl l ab l es ( see above transcri pti ons ) .  
FREE VARIAT I ON 
I t  i s  not unus ua l for / G't. /  to be s ub s t i tuted fo r / !> / i n  the fo l k 
s peech of  Bedford County . I n  hospital,, swamp , and bottom s ome of the 
i nforman ts used / 'i) I ra th er than / '<.. / ,  but not a 1 1  the i n forma nts made 
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i denti ca l s ubs ti tut i ons , i . e . , one i nformant may use / -0  / i n  swamp , but 
I a.. I i n  hospital and bottom wh i l e  another i nformant may use / "O /,  or 
even / � / i n  hospital , but / Q.. I i n  swamp and bottom. 
I 1J I 
DESCRIPTION 
/ U /  i s  a l ow-h i gh/bac k ,  l ax and rounded vowel . 
DISTRIBUTION 
/ U / occurs i n  the fol l owi ng monosyl l ab l es : brooks, woods, good, 
soot, hoops� hoof, and look. 
/ U / i s  rea l i zed as  a s tressed syl l ab l e  of a polysyl l a bl e  i n  woman 
I + I .._ • [ tu y 111arq and puZ ley [ f -y Ii ] .  
/ U / does not occur  i n  a pos i ti on of pre- or post-s tress .  
ALLOPHONIC VARIATION 
/ U / i s  nearly al ways advanced and rai sed i n  both monosyl l abl es and 
pol ysyl l abl es . Th i s  i s  parti c ul a rly  evi dent  i n  tensely stressed mono-
1 +t _I syl l ab l es i n  whi ch / U / occurs before / 1 / ,  e . g . , bull [ oy 'f ]  and pu U 
c rV t ] . , u ,  i s  somet imes rea 1 1  zed as an upgl id i  ng d i phthong . e . g  . •  
+ ed 
"" a J woas [ (()V zJ and good [ jY a.J . 
FREE VAR I ATI ON 
1 u I s ubsti tutes I A I i n  bulge [ bv:) ld3 J  and bulk [ by� , k ] .  
J i£  I 
DESCRIPTION 
le£ I i s  a h i gh- l ow- front,  l ax and unrounded vowel . 
DISTRIBUTION 
/cl; I occurs i n  the fol l owi ng monosyl l ab l es : snack [srtcfl' �] ,  mad 
[lnc:f>J:d ] , pants [ oi>
:i:ttts] , swam [ s�!M.] ,  patch [ oceitf J ,  clam 
c: I � (. I ... 
[ k/i> \u, glad [ Q I �>:rd.], cZass [ � Ice.f's ] , and Zast [ / cf >  :r:� t ] . 
C J & C:. 
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/ cf  I is realized as a stressed syllable of a polysyllable in pantry 
[ 'pi> l\ -1:e! ] , January [ 
1
d J � > l1. j; w t,.t,J ] , aatt Ze [ /(.ie t+ ] ,  magno Zia 
� l'.11.cl' 1'101r I i a ] • pastUPe [ 'r.e \��a'] • aabbage [\, .. bid 3 ] ,  and  aas trate 
[ k��i�e1 t ] .  
l ie  I does not occur in a position of pre- or post-stress. 
ALLOPHONIC VARIATION 
I 
As the above transcriptions point out, the upgliding diphthong [ cf  ] 
is a frequent allophonic manifestation of /iP I in monosyllables. The 
first element of the diphthong is usually lowered and retracted, although 
in some instances it is raised, e. g. , aftePnOon [
1
cf>ff�7HA.:7l.] ( Informant 




See the section on / er /  for information on distributional variation 
of I cE I . 
ro 1 
DESCRIPTION 
/ L) / i s  a h i gh- l ow-back , l ax and rounded vowel . 
DISTRIBUTION 
/ t) / occurs in the following monosyllables: fox [fi>0k.s], God 
�b
act.J .  shot [J� t ] .  aog [ ktj ] .  and notah [11 HJ ] . 
I O /  is realized as a stressed syllable of a pol ysyllable in 
Oc.tober [ 1Jkf ov btt ] , oxen [ !-aksn ] , and SuJal low [SWT.) / '?11-] . 
I 
/ b / does not occur in a position of pre- or post-stress. 
ALLOPHONI C  VARIATI ONS 
a I V  I is sometimes realized as the upgliding diphthong / --0  / in 
monosyllables (see above transcriptions) . 
FREE VARI ATION 
See the section on / a I for information on the di stri buti ona 1 
v a ri at i on of / 7J / . 
I It. I 
DESCRI PTION 
/ /l / is a central-low, unrounded vowel . 
DISTRI BUTION 
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I ti I occurs in the following monosyllables: drunk [�ink ] , doves 
J +  � � � [Q.� VZ ], aut [ I<� i ], mumps · [ �1 Mp5 ], and one [w�l\ ]. 
I /\ I is realized as a stressed syllable of a polysyllable in pumpkin 
l ,t- L..... 'b b·l b . I+ [ r�io:n ] , bumblebee [ � ttL 'f' f ] .  ez,uption [ :tcl,,/\f Sa 11 ] ,  mushroom 
[ 
1
'"-� J .!, !Ill ] , aountry [ 
1 kAl\ f .1, i ] .  and bus he Zs [ 1 b 1' J h ] . 
I /\ / does not occur in a position of pre- or post-stress. 
ALLOPHONI C VAR I AT ION 
I A I is consistently manifested as the allophone [ ; ] in both 
monosyllables and polysyllables . 
FREE VARI ATI ON 
None ." 
Vowels Before / '21" I and / tL I 
Nine vowels occur before / � / as either a monophthong or diphthong 
when / clJ /  is in final or preconsonantal position . They are: / i / ,  / I /, 
; er ; ,  / c /, / ti.. / ,  /J /, / 0 / ,  /;/3 /, and /lL/ . 
, . I I /  occurs as the diphthong [ l et] in the following monosyllables: 
beard [ bj:3'd. ] and year [j �: a-1 ] .  / j;J<; occurs i n  the pol ysyl l abl e 
I t •  prettier [ �I J71 ] . 
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I I I occurs as the di ph thong [I� l i n  both monosy l l ab 1 es and po ly­
syl l abl es , e . g . , year [jr F ] , queer [ kwll'] . ear [ ;  � ] , and oheerful 
dJ;ift ] .  
I e i  / i s  rea 1 i zed as the tri phthong [ €It] i n  mayor [ mer� when 
. the / j / is omi tted and i n  Mary [ �e:t�l ] as the phonemi c di phthong . 
I l I occurs as the d i phthong [ fl] i n  the fo l l owi ng monosyl l abl es ; 
chair dJt� ] ,  fair [ f E.!'] , and stairs [ stE. �] . / t I occurs as a monoph­
th ong i n the fo 1 1  owi ng pol ysy 1 1  abl es : oherry [ TJt._1, 1 ] , merry [�t.L l ] .  
and berry [ 
1
bfJ.al ] . 
I a: I i s  rea l i zed as the di phthong [ cfl"J i n  the fol l owi ng  po ly­
• I I syl l abl es : care less [ k<Ft rs ] and repair [,:Lf f�;f ] .  I n  some po ly-
syl l ab 1 es where / � / occurs before / r / ,  however ,  / ie I occurs as a 
\ _ + , monophthong ,  e . g . , barre l [ Dcf..L ] ,  nrJ.rry [�� i ] ,  and parents 
C. ' C. I 
[ �00] . 
/ Q.. / occurs as the di phthong i n  the fo l l ow i ng monosyl l abl es : barn 
[ b��l\ ] . farm [ f��m ] ,  tired [ ta:�d] ,  uJire [ t.utt' ] ,  fire [ flt ] ,  
# • • 
and hearth [ h!·T e  ] .  I n  po lysy l l abl es / U.,/ can occur a s  both a monoph-. 
thong and a di phthong , e . g . , guardian [
13�a<d l VI\ ] , cigars [ S L: Jl � , 
t t I ,fa b .f­tornorro1JJ [ U; �d)> c ] ,  and borrow [ q. : �a ] .  
C • 
/::J I ca n occur as the di phthong [ �a"- l or as  a monophthong i n  the 
I I 
fol l owi ng pol ysyl l abl es :  forward [ f�tw1d ] or [ fJ :),wtJ] and oranges 
I +  1 +  
[ =?=tn�rz ] or [ =? : �a-rtjlZ ] . 
I U./ a 1 so combi nes wi th / (/-/ .fo nni ng the di phthong [ ui] i n  the 
+ + 
words pure [ r� ]  and sure [ s�a-1- ] .  
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The Consonant Phonemes 
There a re 24  c onsonant  phonemes i n  the fol k s peech of Bedfo rd 
County .  They a re : / p / , / t / , / k / , / b / , / d / ,  / g /. / d 'J / , / f J / , 
t O t ,  !Jt . / s f , t ft ,  / h / ,  / v / ,  l � I .  / z / , / m / , / n / , I J l , / 1 / , 
/ j / ,  / r / ,  / w / ,  and / hw/ . 
/ p / i s  a vo i ce l ess , b i l ab i a l  p l o s i ve .  I t  occurs i n i ti a l l y ,  
med i a l l y , a n d  fi na l l y .  / p /  i s  frequent ly  s tro ng ,l y  asp i rated i n i t i a l ly 
i n  s uc h  words as posts [ f hovs'b;] and  pu:ree [ rh 3'5 ] . In  other  words 
begi nn i ng  wi th / p / the as p i  rati on i s  not nearl y so .  i ntense , but / p / 
i n  an i n i t i a l pos i t i on i s  a l ways as p i rated more . tha n i t  i s  i n  a medi a l  
or fi na l pos i t i on .  The on ly  except i on to th i s  patte rn wou l d be  the 
+ 
unus ual  amount of a sp i ra ti on i n  wasp [ W?1l.Sfh ]  as e xemp l i fi ed i n  the speech 
of i nforman ts # 1  { T . H . ) a nd #2 { I . S . ) .  
/ t / i s  a vo ice l ess , a l veol ar p l os i ve .  / t / i s  a s p i rated mo st i n  the 
f o i t i a l pos i t i on ,  e . g . , teeth dhi : O J  and tenth [ t\ n 8 J and i n  fi na l 
pos i t i on i n  aut [ k t  -e ] and put [ f':-f ] .  / t / i s  freq uently vo i ced 
i n  the fol k s peec h o f  Bedfo rd Co unty ,  e . g . , forty [ fort"! ] ,  tomatoes 




± i ] and  bottom [ bt±M ] . Excres cent / t / i s  
y 1' '  • � I  
common i n  the word twiae [fw?t rst� where / t / i s  s trong ly  asp i ra ted . 
/ k /  i s  a voi ce l es s ,  a sp i ra ted , ve l a r p l os i ve .  As i n  mo st  Eng l i s h 
d i a l ects / k /  i s  a sp i rated mo s t  i n  i n i ti a l posi ti on ,  next s trongest 
fi na l l y ,  and wea kest med i a l ly . One i n formant  ( I . S . ) s ubsti tuted [ k ]  
for [ t ] i n  the word britt ie [ b�x. kf ] . 
/ d / i s  a vo i ced , a l veol ar ·p l os i ve .  / g / i s  a vo i ced ve l ar p l o s i ve .  
L i ke the phoneme / k / ,  / d / and / g / di ffer l i tt l e  phoneti ca l ly from mo s t  
other Eng l i sh d i a l ects i n  that / d / i s  us ua l ly  weak ly  asp i rated wh i l e  
/ di i s  cons i s tent1 y unasp i  rated . 
40 
1 d31 i s  a voi cel ess al veo l o-pal ata l affri cate . It occurs i n i t i a l l y ,  
medi al ly , and fi na l l y .  
1 tf I i s  a voi ced a l veol o-pa l atal affri cate tha t occ urs i n i t ia l ly , 
' 
med i a l l y ,  and fi nal ly , e . g . , ahurah [ 1J!ff ] ,  ahimney [ 1J; Wt fj ] and 
natUPe [neifJt ] .', One i nforma nt { I . .S . ) pronounced- the word Pinse as 
[�rrdJJ . 
/ f / i s  a vo icel ess , l a bi a-dental fri cati ve . I t  occurs i n i t i a l l y ,  
medi a l l y ,  and fi na l l y  a s  fever [ fi : V� ] ,  often . [::rvfi� ] ,  and deaf 
[ d£· f ] . 
The phoneme / � / of throw [ OJIOV ] , Martha [ �a,a-8a] , and hearth 
[ h�t � ] i s  a voi ce l ess , denta l , fri cati ve conti nuant . I t  occurs i n i ­
t i a l ly , med i a l l y ,  and fi nal ly . / 9 I i �  sometimes substi tuted by the 
voi ced , dental , fricat i ve conti nuant / � / ,  e . g . , moths [ m$1l �s] . There 
are no exampl es of / � / bei ng unvoi ced i n  the materi a l s  co l l ected from 
Bedford County .  t fl occurs i n i t i a l ly ,  medi a l l y ,  and fi nal ly , e . g . , 
those [ f ollz ] , father [ lu 1 f ] , and BTTIOOth [ .$ Y)I�; t) . 
/ J / i s  a vo i cel ess , ·pa l ato-a l veo l ar ,  fri cati ve conti nuant tha t 
occurs i n i t i a l ly , med i a l l y ,  and fi na l ly , e . g . , shOltJ [Jo1r ] ,  bushe l 
[ b ! J f ] , and ash [ f1J J • Suma.ah i s prono unced [Jitn1e 1 l::J by a 1 1  the 
i nformants . 
; J; i s  a voi ced , pa l a to-a l veo l ar ,  fr icati ve conti nuant . I t  occurs 
l I 
medi a l l y  i n  measure [M�j 1' ]  and oacasion [ou ke1:5� ] . 
/hi i s  a g l otta l fri cati ve that occurs i ni t i a l l y  and medi a l ly ,  but 
never fi nal ly , e . g . , heat [h i : t ] and behind [ bd
1
hq�,J_] . Three of the " 
i nformants i n  th i s  study cons i stently  pronounced the pronoun it as  
[ h:i: t ] . 
/ v /  i s  a voi ced , fri cati ve , l a b i a-denta l conti nuant . I t  occurs 
i n i ti a l l y ,  medi a l ly , and fi na l l y ,  e . g . , thousand [ �vsand] and whose 
[ hw1!: z  ] . 
I m  I i s  a bi l ab i a l , non-fri cati ve , nas al  conti nuan t .  I t  occurs 
i n i t i a l ly , med i a l l y ,  and f i na l ly , e . g . , merry [ vYllJ.i h ] ,  tomorrow 
[ +artt4),a ] , and ham [ � ,�,..._ ] .  
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/ n / i s  a l i ngua- a l veo l ar ,  non- fri cati ve , nasal  co nti nuant . It  occ urs 
\ 
i n i ti a l l y ,  med i a l l y ,  and fi nal ly , e . g . , nice ["Vl��l's ] ,  morning [ rnOa4-nl' n ] ,  
"' 8 and sin [ SI V\ ] .  Al l vowel s that  precede / n / are nasa l i zed .  
/J I i s  a l i ngua- ve l a r ,  non-fri cat i ve ,  nasa l conti nuan t .  It  occurs 
med i a l l y  and fi na l l y ,  e . g . , bring [ b�et� ] and singin� [Se1 1I n  ] .  
Pwnpkin i s  pronounced [ f":Jbn ] by al l the i nforman ts i ntervi ewed i n  
thi s s tudy . [ :tn ]  frequentl y :ep l aces l j  / i n  the fo l k speech of  
Bed ford County , e . g . , hanging [ ht9-r n ] and laughing dce•fx n ] . 
/ 1 / i s  a vo i ced , a l veo l a r ,  l atera l  conti nuant . I t  occ urs i n i t i a l l y ,  
med i a l l y ,  and  fi na l l y ,  e . g . , Uve [ / IaV ] ,  _Wi Uiam [wifj ant. ] ,  and 
ki U _ [ k;·f ] .  Cl ear [ 1 ]  i s  mo s t  conman i n  the i n i t i a l and med i a l  
pos i t i o ns , a l tho ugh [ t ]  i s  someti mes present i n  medi al  pos i t i on a s  we l l .  
[ + ] ,  however , a l ways occurs i n  f i na l  pos i t i on ,  e . g . , hel l  [ ht + ] , 
fe U [ fi + ] ,  and faU [ f}: t] . / 1 / i s  somet i mes l os t ,  e . g . , hau l 
[ h:11r ] and . va lue [
1
vcf j If- ] . Syl l ab i c  [ l ] occ urs i n  kettle [1 �t t ] 
and brittle [ �11t ] . 
/ r /  i s  a vo i ced , retrofl ex , a l veo l ar cont i nuant . I t  occurs i n i t i a l l y  
and med i a l ly as the voi ced , a l veol a r  conti nua nt [ r ] ,  e . g . , roof [ c.v 'U, :fJ 
and tomorrow [fah\�J,a ] .  I n  fi na l or  preconsonanta l pos i t i on i n  mono­
syl l ab l e s / r /  i s  rea l i zed  as the cons tr i cted m i d-centra l  al l o phone 




cc urs i n  the fo l l owi ng pol ysyl l abl es : guardian [ �a.a'd I<th. ] a nd oranges 
[ Jl'YljI Z.] 
/ r /  i s  d i s s i mi l ated i n  the pronunc i at i on of FebP1A.aPY, library , and 
seareta,r,y by three i nformants i nterv i ewed i n  thi s study (T . H . , A . B . , 
'f 
I 
.1. • and E . A . ) :  [ tbd wt.�1 ] ,  [ la:: b£�:i ] ,  and [ si ka-i fdJ J ] .  ' 
I ntrus i ve [ r ]  i s  rare i n  the fol k s peech  of Bedford County ,  a l though 
one i nformant ( L F .  ) prono unced wash as [ t.JQ ..'� S ] . · 
/ j / i s  a fri c t i on l es s , voi ced , pa l a ta l  g l i de .  I t  occurs i n i t i a l ly 
and medi a l ly , e . g . , yours [j fits ] and January [ d3te�W!J.>l ] .  I t i s  
never .rea l i zed i n  fi na l  pos i t i on .  
/ w /  i s  a voi ced , b i l ab i a l , fri cti on l ess  cont i nuan t .  I t  occ urs 
I 
i n i t i a l l y  and medi a 1 1  y ,  e . g .  , Wi Uiam [
1 
eo;��"'] and  allJa!fS c :nriversJ . 
I t  i s  ne ver rea l i zed i n  fi na l pos i ti on .  
/ hW / i s  a voi ce l e s s  l abi a l  and vel ar fr i cati ve . I t  occurs i n i ti a l l y  
i n  the fo l l owi ng words : whee l [hw�t l, whiah [ �wifJ ] ,  and what [htott ] .  
/ w /  frequentl y s ub sti tutes / hw / ,  e . g . , when [ �. r� n. ] or c hw'I n. ] .  
CHAPTER I V  
CONCLUS IONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
There may be l i ttl e di fference i n  the phonem ic  structure of Bedford 
County fol k speech i n  compari son wi th other Ameri can d i a l ects . The manner 
i n  wh i ch the phonemes of Bedford County fol k speech are rea l i zed , however , 
cou l d  show con s i derabl e vari at i on . One would natura l l y  have to compare 
the a l l ophon i c  ( phoneti c vari at i on of thi s parti cu l ar  d i a system wi ih other 
d i a systems from wi th i n  the state as wel l as outs i de i t  before any con ­
c l u s i ons a s  to  d i sti ncti veness ) or  l ac k  of  i t ,  cou l d  be  drawn . As 
prev iou s ly  poi nted out , thi s project represents the necessary �i rst step 
toward evol vi ng those concl u s i ons . I n  short ) thi s project i s  descri pti ve , 
not comparat i ve .  
Despi te the u sua l amount of vari ati on i n  pronunc i ati on between the 
fi ve i nformants i ntervi ewed , a l l of them exhi bi ted a phoneti c cons i stency . 
For exampl e �  al l th� i nformants were s imi l ar i n  the way they ra i sed and 
l owered or advanced and retracted vowel s .  The vari at i on between i nformants , 
however , i s  j ust a s  important as  the cons i stency that  i s  apparent amongst 
them a l l . .  Two of the i nformants , for exampl e ,  exh i bi ted a more 11 rust i c 1 ' 
type of speech that was characteri zed by archa i c  pronunc i ati ons- -archai sms 
once thought to be founq i n  the Southern H igh l ands a l one . The wri ter 
feel s that such evi dence j eopard-i zes the preval ent bel i ef that Southern 
Mounta i n  speech was ever a vesti ge of El i zabethan Engl i s h .  
More stud i es of thi s type wou l d  be benefi c i a l i n  reveal i ng the 
compl ex soc i a l and l i ngu i sti c h i story of Tennessee . Even though the 
Linguistia Atlas of the Gulf States i s  presentl y canvas s i ng the state , 
43 
44 
the writer is of the ·opinion that a county by county linguistic survey 
together with a county by county study of surnames and court records 
would tell us much about the settlement history of Tennessee. For 
example, it would be most interesting to compare the folk speech of 
East and Middle Tennessee with that of the Piedmont and Tide-water 
Virginia. It may,  indeed, shine a more definitive light on who first 
settled Tennessee. 
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APPENDIX 
APPENDIX  
: I NFORMANT BIOG�PH IES 
T.  H. I nfonnant #1 
Ma le .  Born 1 891 i n  Moore County. Sheriff of Moore County 191 1 - 1919. 
Moved to Bedford County i n  1922. Worked as a fann hand . unti l 1946. when 
he purchased his own fann outside the town of Normandy. E i ghth .grade 
educat i on. Now a retired farmer . . Very i·ntel l i gent man with a keen sense 
of observati on. Very knowledga_ble ·about fol k cu l ture. Unsure of fami l y  
ancestry. Uses many archaic forms of Eng l i sh. 
A. · B. Infonnant #2 
Male. Born i n  1 892 i n  Bedford County. Ret i red fanner. Presentl y  
Jl i ves on a sma l l fann near Fl at Creek. E i ghth grade educat i on. Served 
as a magistrate to the .county court- for over fi fteen years .  Bel ieves his 
ancestors came from North Carol ina. Qu ick mi nd. Hel pful i n  poi nti ng out 
ol d words and expressi ons . 
E • . A. Infonnant #3 
Mal e .  Born 1 896 in Wartrace. Retired mechan ic/carpenter. Presentl y · 
l i ves on a .sma l l fann seven mi l es south of Shel byvil le. Fi fth grade 
educati on .  Traces his ancestry to North Carol i na. Good i nfonnant, bu� 
sensiti ve about his idio lect . 
I .  S. Infonnant #4 
Female. Born 1 886 .. i n  Rosevi l l e .  Associated wi. �h farmi ng al l her 
l i fe .  Widow. Presentl y  l ives on a smal l farm near Rosevil l e .  Bel i eves 
her ancestors came from North Carol ina. Fifth grade educati on. I ntel � 
l i gent, l i vel y infonnant, but slightl y  hard of hearing. Uses many 
archa ic fonns of Eng l ish. 
L. F. l nfonnant #5 
Female. Born 1 881 i n  Marshal l  County. Moved to Bedford County at 
the" age of three . Widow. Associ ated with fanni ng · a l l her l i fe. Presentl y 
lives on a smal l farm near P leasant Grove. Has never been out of Bedford 
County i n  her l i fe. Fourth grade educati on. Uses many archaic forms of 
Engl i sh. Traces her famil y ancestry to South Carol i na. As an i nformant 
she was difficu lt  to i nterview because of her many di gressi on of an i n­
consequenti al nature . 
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VITA 
. Anthony Patterson Cavender was �orn on Fri day , August 1 3 ,  1 �48 . 
i n  Na s hvi l l e ,  Tennessee . He attended t�e publ i c  school s i n  Nashvi l l e  
and enrol l ed i n  Belmont Col l ege i n  , 1 966� He graduated from Bel mont 
i n  1 971 , rece i v i ng a Bachel or of Arts wi t� a· major i n  ·Engl i s h .  I n  1 971 
he began graduate work i n  anthropol ogy at the Un i vers i ty . of Tennes see , 
Knoxv i l l e .  He wa s awarded the Ma ster of Arts degree wi tb a maj or i n  
Anthropol ogy i n  June , 1 974 . 
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